
SENSITIVE - NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED ITEMS FOR WEB DELETION
BY NRRINMSSIRES STAFF 10115101

Categories of NRR/Reactor Information

* Emergency Response information, Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan
info, AEOD reports, overview of how agency and plants deal with events

* Rulemakings (Federal Register notices)- i.e., Part 71 - details on shipments of fissile
material - some innocuous, some sensitive

* 10 CFR sections - Parts 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 95, 100,110, 160

* Commission documents - Legal Issuances and Orders, Commsecys, specific SECY
papers related to sensitive subjects

* Teacher's web site - Nuclear reactor concepts course

* Generic communications (i.e. Regulatory Issues Summaries, Info Notices, Bulletins,
Administrative Letters, etc.)

* NMSS documents related to MOX

* NUREGS-all

* OIG annual plan (review of dry cask storage)

* 2.206 petitions - some discuss security vulnerabilities

* Part 21 event reports

* Certain information on reactor decommissioning, GEIS, workshop information, i.e.
Future Licensing

* Various links to system descriptions

* Most of collection of Reg Guides
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Categories of NMSS/IMaterials Information:

* Inspection reports on Paducah, Portsmouth

* Listings of locations of NRC offices, fuel cycle facilities and other documents containing
location information

* Fact sheets on fuel cycle facilities, gaseous diffusion plants, 'The NRC and How it
Works," NUREG/BR-0256)

* Response Technical Manual, Info Digest

* Abnormal Occurrence Information, certain enforcement material and Part 21 reports

* Certain press releases (contain directions to a GDP, other locations of facilities)

* Commission voting record for Abnormal Occurrence report

* NUREGs that reference UF6 releases

* Various SECY papers; SRMs; weekly reports

* PNs containing location of facilities

* Various NUREGs containing information on security of material, consolidated guidance
about materials licenses (broad scope, irradiators, etc.)

* Rulemakings (entombment, Part 71)

* Joint NRC-EPA sewage sludge report lists locations of publicly owned water treatment
facilities that have had contamination problems

* Various documents on LLW facilities

Categories of RES Information:

* Fire events update report

* Accident Sequence Precursor Reports

* Common-cause failure reports

* FSARs

* Standard Technical Specifications



* Technical Training Center Technology Systems Manuals

* Generic communications - identifies generic plant vulnerabilities

Pending agency guidance, will restrict access to supporting models and databases by non-
NRC/contractor entities, including:

* Search requests of Sequence Coding and Search System

* Standardized plant analysis risk models

* Reliability and availability data system

Related Issues:

* Staff needs guidance on how to process requests for deleted information. Are we still
providing these deleted items to the public upon request? OGC maintains FOIA
restrictions are still in effect and no additional exemptions have been issued. Also, at all
public meetings, handouts are distributed that must be made publicly available to all.

* NRR recommends we delete entire categories of documents (i.e. reg guides, NUREGs)
and re-post them once a more detailed review can be performed.

* Most correspondence and inspection reports identify facility and material locations.

* NMSS recommends Agreement States be requested to remove similar documents
(what about licensees?)

* There are links to external web sites, i.e. NEI, DOE, EPA, that may also contain
sensitive material


